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Executive Summary

33 participants registered for a half-day, in-person Bold Challenges Pollination workshop on the topic of “Universal

Access to Healthy Water” held at the Michigan Union on April 25th, 2022. Participants included a group of 12 faculty

from 4 departments, 9 external partners, 1 post-doctoral fellow, 4 co-sponsor representatives, and 7 faculty and staff

from the Office of the Vice President for Research (OVPR). Jill Jividen from OVPR Research Development and Proposal

Services facilitated the workshop. Post-workshop surveys from 17 faculty and external attendees indicated that

participants were energized, optimistic, and enthusiastic about the event.

Survey highlights:

● 94% strongly agree or agree that the workshop helped them connect with new people interested in the

workshop topic

● 94% strong agree or agree that the workshop enabled them to hear different perspectives about the topic

● 88% strongly agree or agree that the workshop was a good experience overall

● 88% strongly agree or agree that the workshop is an experience that they would recommend to a colleague
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https://boldchallenges.umich.edu/


Workshop Overview

U-M Sponsoring Partners

Remarks were given throughout the workshop by the following partners:

● Anna Kirkland, Director, Institute for Research on Women & Gender

● Jen Read, Director, Water Center

Sponsors not able to attend:

● Aubree Gordon, Director, Michigan Center for Infectious Disease Threats

● Earl Lewis, Director, Center for Social Solutions

Other U-M units represented

● College of Engineering

○ Mechanical, CEE, IOE

● LSA

○ English, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,

Anthropology, Natural Sciences and

Biology

● SEAS

○ Natural Resources and Environment

● Public Health

○ Environmental Health Sciences

External Partners in attendance

● Ian Smith, Emily Finnell, Lois Elliott Graham, and Michelle Selzer, Michigan Department of Environment, Great

Lakes, and Energy

● Rebecca Esselman and Daniel Brown, Huron River Watershed Council

● Lizhu Wang, International Joint Commission

● Deborah Lee, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

● Ian Robinson, Blue Conduit

Activity I: Getting to Know Each Other

Me Sheets: Participants created a “Me Sheet” to describe their expertise, assets, and why they attended, and then used

this sheet to share a bit about themselves in a small group discussion. The sheets were posted to facilitate additional

networking.
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https://irwg.umich.edu/
https://graham.umich.edu/water
https://biosciences.umich.edu/scientific-initiatives/mcidt/
https://lsa.umich.edu/social-solutions
https://www.michigan.gov/egle/
https://www.michigan.gov/egle/
https://www.hrwc.org/
https://www.ijc.org/en
https://www.noaa.gov/
https://blueconduit.com/


Activity II: Impromptu Networking

A series of short, paired conversations were held to continue getting to know one another and to begin surfacing focus

areas (areas of shared interest). This included what ideas or interests participants brought with them and what has

motivated their work related to the workshop theme in the past.

Activity III: Identifying Research Problems and Needs

Participants reviewed the ideas that they jotted down in paired conversations and prepared these ideas to share with the

group. Participants shared these ideas first with their table and then individually reported out to the larger group. Sticky

notes with these ideas were posted on the whiteboard and clustered into themes.
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Activity IV: Sparking Exciting Solutions and Clustering Ideas

Themes were identified from the spark sticky notes and then participants were asked to come up with creative solutions

to these research ideas. Participants shared their solutions with their table and reported out to the group. Sticky notes

were placed in clustered themes on a separate white board. Participants placed star sticky notes to vote on the areas

that most interested them.

The top themes identified from the star voting exercise were:

Research questions/ideas Participants interested in exploring further

Workforce Development
- Projects to train hydrologists as climatologists
- Develop collaborative programs with state, private, and

public institutions to attract talent to pursue careers
- Re-imagine water jobs: flexible, part-time, include child

care, etc.
- Recruit talent from other fields in government and cross

train

● Mike Fraker
● Ian Robinson
● Emily Finnell
● Lois Eliott Graham

Policy
- Create data feedback loop that provides incentive for

farmers to change practices
- Partner with local, water-adjacent communities to

prototype new approaches to managing relationships to
water

● Seth Guikema
● Vincent Denef
● Heather Dawson

● Daniel Brown
● Glen Daigger
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Nutrients and Contaminants
- Pass stronger enforcement policies on polluters
- Take nutrients out of sewage before it becomes waste and

repurpose for beneficial use

● Ian Smith
● Deborah Lee
● Ian Robinson
● Nancy Love
● Bill Currie

● Mike Fraker
● Vincent Denef
● Michelle Selzer
● Glen Daigger
● Dan Brown

Equity (Access, Cost)
- Develop integrated equity and cost of service framework
- Community advisory boards
- Determine factors leading to public support for water

service delivery
- Employment and training opportunities for disadvantaged

populations for jobs in water quality sectors

● Seth Guikema
● Bill Currie
● Vincent Denef
● Heather Dawson

● Nancy Love
● Liz Roberts
● Jen Read

Data
- Work with local groups to collect long term local data
- Real time water quality monitoring, water level and flow

data to understand impacts of climate change
- Quantify ecosystem services to meet sustainability goals in

the corporate sector

● Angela Violi
● Lizhu Wang
● Nancy Love
● Ian Robinson

● Emily Finnell
● Seth Guikema
● Dan Brown

Scale (Regional, City)
- Integrated, multiscale systems model spanning water

quality, economics, social, and equity
- Develop comprehensive wastewater monitoring program

integrated with public health

● Mike Fraker
● Seth Guikema
● Dan Brown
● Leon Espira

● Liz Roberts
● Bill Currie
● Glen Daigger
● Deborah Lee
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